Microsoft 365 Security & Health Assessment Advisory Service
Cloud based productivity tools like Microsoft 365 have become the de facto standard within the industry, however, as public cloud adoption
has rapidly increased, so has the risk of data compromise. With events of the past year driving organisations to quickly accelerate cloud adoption,
this may have resulted in businesses hastily deploying these technologies without performing due diligence to secure the solution, or disabling key
functionality in attempt to de-risk the platform. In some cases organisations might have delayed adoption entirely because of security concerns.
Information security staff should ask themselves these questions:
Am I confident in the security of the tenant?

Do I have the right licenses that provide me with the tools needed to protect my business?
Is our data secure when it leaves the organisation?

Can we collaborate with third parties safely without fear of data compromise?
If the answer is no, or you’re not sure, Ultima can help. We will assess your Microsoft 365 tenant and report on security gaps, misconfiguration, and areas for improvement.
Get a grip on your Microsoft 365 tenant security

Review and report on tenant setup, adherence to leading practice security guidelines and industry recognised security frameworks
Gain valuable recommendations on securing your most valuable data and de-risking critical cloud productivity tools
Highlight vulnerabilities within your tenant configuration – understand your risks and mitigate them

Our Microsoft 365 Security Assessment
This service can typically be concluded with four days of consultancy (£4,200), however depending on the size, complexity and level of adoption of Microsoft services,
more or less time may be necessary to conduct the analysis and review.
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What Is Covered?
This advisory service is made up of three phases made up of the following activities:

Tenant Security Analysis

Identity & Access Management (including hybrid
identity), Exchange Online / Hybrid configuration, Teams
configuration, SharePoint External Access configuration,
Information Protection, DLP, retention, compliance,
audit settings.

Security Review & Report

A RAG based report detailing the current
configuration and highlighting security gaps/
risks. In addition, recommendations will be
made based on experience and Microsoft
leading practices.

Review Summary

A meeting to present the findings
and recommendations and discuss
next steps.

Why Choose Ultima?
Ultima Business Solutions has developed into a leading intelligent infrastructure and automation services company, focused on the provision of tailored solutions
and services, including the design, deployment and support of complex IT solutions, based on industry leading technologies. These are delivered by Ultima’s
extensive team of highly skilled technical personnel that include solutions architects, consultants, engineers, project managers
and service operations staff.

Why Ultima with Microsoft?
At Ultima, we live and breathe Microsoft. We’ve been a Microsoft Gold partner for over 25 years and accumulated 13 Microsoft Gold Partner Competencies.
Our deep understanding of the benefits of Microsoft 365 and the varied licensing options available allows us to be your trusted advisor and maximise your
investment.

Next Steps
Please engage with your Account Director and we’ll be happy to discuss further over a short call to determine the exact costs.
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